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The Book of Syntipas the Philosopher (henceforth BSP) reached the Greekreading audiences on the easternmost Byzantine frontier at a time when this part of the empire was almost entirely dominated by political instability and military conflict. A witness to a lively literary exchange in the last decades of the 11th century, and a remarkable piece of prose fiction in its own right, the BSP found its way into the Byzantine canon of didactic literature in a translation from Syriac.1 Rich in overtones of fantasy and exoticism, literary material on Syntipas belongs to the long tradition of Persian and Arabic storytelling. Its uninterrupted, if meandering, transmission generated ever more elaborate storylines and captivating reading-content of a kind that the modern scholarship tends to describe as 'eastern' . As a sort of compass marker, however, the term 'eastern' may lead to confusion, in a manner that is best illustrated by the fact that the so-called Eastern Group of the BSP includes some traditions that began in the medieval West.2 Any vagueness here is perhaps best circumvented in discussions of the origin and diffusion of Syntipas-Story by using linguistic * I am most grateful to the audiences of the research seminars at Oxford, Vienna and Belgrade Universities for their invaluable comments on the early versions of this essay. I should also like to thank Carolina Cupane and Bettina Krönung for their feedback and thoughtful guidance, and Marc Lauxtermann, Günter Prinzing and Rebecca Gowers for their generous help, and their insightful suggestions on the final draft of the paper. 1 The BSP is one of the rare texts to have been translated from Syriac into Greek in the 11th century. This, however, should not be viewed as a complete oddity. In this period, the importance of Syriac language increased in the wider Levantine area, and in particular in Melitene, which became the centre of a cultural revival: Brock/Butts/ et al. Fighting with Tales: 2 determiners such as Persian, Arabic, Syriac, Greek, Hebrew, and Catalan.3 By contrast, the modern misnomers 'prose fiction' and 'novel' that have been freely applied to the BSP without bearing any direct relation to categories within ancient and medieval literary poetics, seem unhelpful.4 With the proviso that any choice of critical terminology in what follows will necessarily be arbitrary, and that it will be used in purely descriptive sense, this essay recognizes the gradual dissemination of the BSP across diverse storytelling traditions in 'the shared library of the Middle Ages' ,5 while focusing on one stage of its enduring history. It examines the Byzantine setting in which this narrative was adapted for a new, Greek-reading audience, and which in turn secured its further promulgation within, and outside, the Greek linguistic medium. The BSP allows a great deal of scope for the study of cultural continuity and change, particularly from the 11th-century perspective; it offers illuminating insights into distinct dynamics between patrons, authors, and readers, and into the motives that inspired them to introduce foreign models and styles in their own literary idiom; finally, it casts considerable light on the role of translation in the context of a culture that was not openly responsive to influences from outside, even when individual examples of interaction confirm their impact to have been both significant and meaningful.6
